
SOW. GROW. OVERFLOW.
A FOLLOWING PROCESS



This is what the kingdom of God is like. A man 

who  scatters seed on the ground. Night and day, 

whether he  sleeps or gets up, the seed sprouts 

and grows, though he  does not know how. All by 
itself the soil produces  grain—first the stalk, then 

the head, then the full kernel  in the head.



... genuine ...complete trust or confidence  

in God.

Authentic Faith
That will

Know Christ  

Be Like Christ

Make Christ Known

SOW GROW GO

SOW: The selection and preparation of soil, the

decision of seed, and the process of planting all

take part in this portion of Discipleship

GROW: The Rooting and nourishing of life.

First the seed must die, take root, and live.

Fullness is not yet, but it has begun

GO: The Fullness is here, harvest is ready,  

and must occur for life to happen, the

cycle begins again

AN

IS always somewhere in the following process...



God IS

NEAR HOLY WORTHY VITAL ETERNAL

& We are Made in His Image
So we can make Be Like Him and Make Him Known

IF….



THEN…

[NEAR HOLY WORTHY VITAL ETERNAL]

Of WHO GOD IS

THE SEEDS



MUST BE
[CONTINUALLY]

Internalized and

realized in a

meaningful and  

practical way.

SOWN

Nurtured, protected,  

supported in a good  

environment

GROWN

Matured, harvested,

consumed, replanted

OVERFLOWING

I n Us...



SO THAT

Jesus replied, “The coming of the kingdom of God is not something that  

can be observed, nor will people say, ‘Here it is,’ or ‘There it is,’ because  

the kingdom of God is in your midst.

THE KINGDOM OF GOD

———MAY———



US

GOD

Ourselves Others

All of Creation



& ALWAYS REMEMBER
That our lives were created, sustained and destined for a relationship with a God who is...

NEAR. HOLY. WORTHY. VITAL. ETERNAL.

So we follow.



So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as  

Lord, continue to live your lives in him,

rooted and built up in him, strengthened in the faith  

as you were taught, and overflowing with  

thankfulness.


